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The basic equations of internal ballistics of the German Supergun using multitubular propellants have 
been set up. The equations have been expressed in terms of dimensionless variables and an analytical solu- 
tion has also been given assuming a linear rate of burning and neglecting the co-volume correction. 
The Hochdruckpumpe (HDP), Supergun was 
first invented by Coendersl, which was designed to 
fire an arrow' projectile across the channel at 
London but which 'was never realized. Recently 
rnultitubular propellants have become very popu- 
lar. Germans use multitubular propellants very 
much on account of their progressivity. It has been 
found by Tavernier2 and others that the form func- 
tion for the Heptatubulat powders, multitubulail., 
modified multitubular and partially modified 
multitubular powders is always cubic. 
In this paper, the basic equations of a Supergun 
(or any multipowder-chambers gun) using multi- 
tubular propellants have been set up. The equa- 
tions have been reduced in terms of dimensioflless 
variables and am analytical solution has also 
been given neglecting the co-volume correction 
i.e. assuming bn = and using the linear law of 
burning. The results obtained by Jain and Sodha3 
are only particular cases of this treatment. 
N O T A T I O N S  
The force constant of the propellant v 
in the rth chamber. R 
The charge'weight in the rth chamber. 
The ratio of the specific heats at H 
constant pressure and at constant 
volume of the propellant gases. 
The fraction of the n t h  charge burnt. D, 
The mean pressure of the propellaqt 
gases. f% 
The bore area. 
The capacity of the rth chamber. 
The density of the propellant in the 
rth chamber. 
The shot-travel. 
The co-volume of the propellant gases 
in the rth chamber. \ bn 
n 
I 
The shot-velocity. 
The frictional force acting on the 
projectile at any instant. 
The heat transferred per unit length 
of shot travel. 
The web-size of the propellant in 
the n t h  chamber. 
The fraction of the initial thickness 
remaining at any instant t ,  for the 
first phase of combustion, while 
for the second phase of combustion 
defined as the ratio of the distance 
receded (from the beginning of the 
second phase up to the instant consi- 
dered) to the initial thickness. 
The rate of burning coefficient of the 
propellant in the nth chamber. 
The index of burning of the propel- 
lant in the nth ohamber. 
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Maximum Pressure From.(l8), the shot tlavel at theiuptu~e of the 
grain is given by 
From (I I), we have 1 " k r *  I 
7 1 ~  d 71% S rln d 71% 5 % ~  d5n = 5 .e P; +Q17n-~1rln2-S1~n3 
nl.,T* fl,o , Vn,o 
P l + Q ~ ~ n - R ~ ~ n ~ - d ~ n ~  
- ' . 
(22) 
Mn 5% 
where the letters with suffix r* denote conditions - 
, at rupture. 
Equation (18) gives on differentiation 
After AN Burnt 
1 d2n 
- - - -  
-
1 d5n 
- .  
6 % '  drlm 5n  ' d +  Putting z= 1 in (9) and using (ll), we have 
Ql - 2R1 rlnL3S1 ~ n 2  - 5% 71,' d ~n ~ n 2  - (1 + An) = -' M i  d5n +(;-ll i3-3,~~ *--RI r l l L 2 - S 1 ~ s  
QI - (2R13 1) - 3S1 qn2 or / 
- 
C - P ~ + Q ~ ~ - R I ~ ~ ~ - - S I T ~ ~  ( l + ~ ~ ) 5 ~  (7:2) (7-1) . & .  - drtn . =. 8% Mn d f n  
- 
(Y - 2) ?ln2 
For magimum pressure d5" = 0. The shot . . -tG-1) 5n  2Mm (23) 
d ~ n  
velocity at tht: instant of maximum pressure is Integrating - (232, we hava 
%given by ?In, &I 
' (19) 3 S1 rln2+ (2 R1+ 1) qn-Ql= 0 
\ Vn,  b+, t n ,  b* or . 
- 
7]n =i' 
- (2R1 + I)& %/(2R1+ + 12Q.1 SI 
-6 S1 
C20) or ' - 
(1 -3 [ 7n2, b * . .* Y -1 
Using (IT), (18) and (20), the maximum pressure vfi2 = 2Mn e n  2Mn * n, b 
- 
can be evaluated. Y -1 
5n, b 
At Rupture 
~t the point of rupture of the grain, we have - (24) 
fn S 0. where the letters with suffix b* denote conditions at all burnt. I Putting fn = Din (13), the shot velocity at the rup- 
ture is given by Putting a= 1, b = - 8, and c s  0) in the above treatment, we get all the results for a supergun u,sing 
(21) powders with quadratic form function as obtalned 
by Jain. and Sodha2. 
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